The Yolo County Capay / Esparto / Madison / Wild Wings / Monument Hills / Willow Oak Exclusive Service Area is the area defined below:

Waste Management, Inc. will provide service to the area including both sides of County Road (CR) 85B from CR 21A in the south to CR 19H. The border shall move west including both sides of CR 19H until it merges with Highway 16. It will include the area west on Highway 16 to the town of Capay and include the First Street, Second Street, Cache Street, Land Street and Medford Lane. It will move west and take in both sides of Highway 16 from Capay to Alpha Street including the sections known as Woodland Avenue. The boundary will include both sides of Alpha Street down to and including both sides of Plainfield Street to Yolo Avenue, also known as Highway 16. The boundary will include both sides of Highway 16 from Plainfield Street east to CR 95. Including both sides of CR 93 from CR 25 to Highway 16. The border will include both sides of Highway 16 from CR 93 to CR 94B, including the Wild Wings Subdivision. The border will include both sides of CR 94B from Highway 16 to CR 22, and both sides of CR 22 to CR 95. The border will then go south on both sides of CR 95 from CR 22 down to CR 25, and both sides of CR 25 from CR 95 to CR 93. It will include the town of Madison including both sides of the following streets, Tufts, Stephens, Scott, Railroad, Rudolph, Archer, Main, Quincy and Hurlbut Street. The border will also continue west on and include both sides of CR 21A from Highway 16 to CR 85B. Additional boundary lines were drawn in 2010 which include both sides of CR 96 and CR 24 bordered by Highway 16 to the north and CR 95 to the west. Under 2013 BOS approval CR 19B to Highway 16 and CR 97A to CR 96 were added. The boundary now includes both sides of CR 19B, CR 96B and CR 21. It also includes both sides of CR 20 from the Monument Hills area designated above to CR 97A, both sides of CR 96, CR 97 and 97A from Highway 16 to CR 19B, including Willow Oak Way and Fernandez Lane designated as the Willow Oak Area.